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Abstract—Logs contain valuable information about the runtime behaviors of software systems. Thus, practitioners rely on logs for various tasks such as debugging, system comprehension, and anomaly detection. However, logs are difficult to analyze due to their unstructured nature and large size. In this paper, we propose a novel approach called LogAssist that assists practitioners with log analysis. LogAssist provides an organized and concise view of logs by first grouping logs into event sequences (i.e., workflows), which better illustrate the system runtime execution paths. Then, LogAssist compresses the log events in workflows by hiding consecutive events and applying n-gram modeling to identify common event sequences. We evaluated LogAssist on logs generated by one enterprise and two open source systems. We find that LogAssist can reduce the number of log events that practitioners need to investigate by up to 99%. Through a user study with 19 participants, we find that LogAssist can assist practitioners by reducing the time required for log analysis tasks by an average of 40%. The participants also rated LogAssist an average of 4.53 out of 5 for improving their experiences of performing log analysis. Finally, we document our experiences and lessons learned from developing and adopting LogAssist in practice. We believe that LogAssist and our reported experiences may lay the basis for future analysis and interactive exploration on logs.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Software systems generate logs during field operations or in-house testing. Such logs contain rich information about the runtime behaviors of software systems [1], [2], [3]. Therefore, logs are widely leveraged by practitioners in software development, operation, and maintenance tasks, such as failure diagnosis [4], [5], [6], anomaly detection [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], performance analysis [13], [14], [15], [16], and system comprehension [4], [17].

Despite their importance, the enormous sizes (e.g., tens or hundreds of gigabytes) of logs [18], [19] have become a major obstacle for logs analysis [2], [1], [20], [21], [6]. In particular, analyzing large-scale log data usually faces the following challenges:

- **Unstructured logs.** Logs are unstructured data that consist of some natural language text and a few dynamic values [22], [23]. Thus, it is challenging to automatically parse and analyze logs.

- **Intermixed event sequences.** Different event sequences (e.g., the sequence of events associated with a user login) are intermixed with each other, making it difficult for practitioners to understand the system runtime behaviors or identify the event sequences that may lead to a runtime issue [6].

- **Rapidly growing log size.** Large-scale systems (e.g., cloud platforms) generate tens of gigabytes to terabytes of logs daily [24], [25], [20], making it challenging to manage and analyze such large-scale logs.

Prior work proposes approaches to address these challenges to a certain extent. To address the challenge related to the unstructured nature of logs, prior work proposes approaches for automatically parsing raw logs into structured forms [26], [27]. However, prior work rarely explores the challenges related to intermixed event sequences. To address the challenge related to the large size of logs, prior work proposes approaches for compressing logs [28], [23]. However, such log compression approaches only aim to save storage space while not being able to provide assistance when logs are analyzed in practice. Commercial log analytic platforms like Splunk [29] and ELK [30] also allow practitioners to efficiently manage and analyze large-scale logs (e.g., search for keywords) by leveraging distributed storage. However, such log analytic platforms are unable to provide detailed insights into the specific event sequences associated with such keywords.

In this work, we propose LogAssist, a novel approach for assisting practitioners with log analysis, which aims to address all the three above-mentioned challenges. First, LogAssist parses the raw logs into abstracted log events (i.e., addressing the challenge related to unstructured logs). Then, LogAssist untangles the raw logs into meaningful event sequences (i.e., workflows) using certain grouping IDs commonly available in logs, to address the challenge related to intermixed event sequences. Finally, LogAssist leverages n-gram models to identify common event sequences, and further uses the identified sequences to compress the logs.
into a much more concise representation (i.e., addressing the challenge related to the large size of logs). In addition, LogAssist allows practitioners to expand and explore the compressed form on demand, providing practitioners the flexibility to access the complete information in the logs.

We evaluate LogAssist on logs from one enterprise and two open source systems. We study the effectiveness of LogAssist both quantitatively and qualitatively, by answering three research questions (RQs):

RQ1 How well can logs be compressed into re-occurring event sequences? We quantitatively examine how effectively LogAssist can compress raw logs into concise representations.

RQ2 How much can LogAssist reduce the volume of logs needed to be examined in log analysis tasks? We quantitatively examine how effectively LogAssist can reduce the number of log lines that need to be examined by practitioners when performing log analysis tasks.

RQ3 How much can LogAssist help improve users’ log analysis experiences? We conduct a user study to understand how well LogAssist can improve users’ experiences when performing log analysis tasks over using raw logs alone.

Our results show that LogAssist can compress the raw logs into a much more concise representation, while allowing practitioners to access the complete information of logs only when necessary. LogAssist significantly simplifies log analysis tasks and improves practitioners’ log analysis experiences. We document our experiences and lessons learned from developing and adopting our approach in practice, which can provide insights for researchers and practitioners who wish to develop similar tools to assist with log analysis tasks. LogAssist can be leveraged as a basis and starting point to further advance interactive log analysis techniques.

Paper organization. Section 2 provides motivating examples. Section 3 describes the design and implementation of our approach. Section 4 presents the evaluation results. Section 5 discusses the lessons that we learned from developing and adopting our approach. Section 6 outlines the possible threats to the validity of our findings. Section 7 discusses related work. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Motivating Examples

To illustrate the challenges that practitioners face during log analysis, we present motivating examples of using logs in three hypothetical, yet realistic situations on a large-scale enterprise system. The system is composed of several large components. Each component can be distributed in different environments and serve different purposes.

Situation one: Anomaly detection after load testing. Dave is a load testing specialist. Dave’s main day-to-day job is to test the behavior of the system under load before the system is released to the customers. Dave designs a 48-hour test that simulates real-world user usages. After running the test, Dave needs to confirm whether there exist any anomalous behaviors that occurred during the test. Such a task is typically done by analyzing the logs that are generated during the test. However, due to the scale of the system and the lengthy nature of the test, the generated logs are of tremendous size. As it is impossible for Dave to manually analyze gigabytes or even terabytes of logs, Dave uses simple keyword search (e.g., error or exception) to find problematic log lines [17], [31], [32]. Unfortunately, the search results still return thousands of problematic log lines. Dave needs to manually investigate not only these log lines but also the related log events to uncover the system execution that led to the problem [33], [6], [34], [35]. As the resulting logs contain intermixed information from both normal and abnormal system behaviour, Dave encounters challenges when analyzing an enormous amount of unstructured logs. It is challenging and difficult for Dave to manually identify which events correspond to specific execution sequences to understand the system behaviour and diagnose possible anomalous event sequences.

Situation two: Recovering common user behaviors. From time to time, Dave also needs to update the design of the load test to reflect changes in user behaviors and system functionality. Hence, Dave needs to recover the common user behaviors by analyzing the logs generated by end users in the deployed system. Such recovered common user behaviors can later be integrated into the design of the updated load tests. Similarly, Dave relies on using keywords (e.g., log in or checkout) that are related to the key functionality to search for common user behaviors. However, due to the complexity of the system, such keyword searches may return inaccurate estimation on the executed loads. For example, one user action may result in multiple log lines containing the same keyword, or some keywords may be removed from the logs as the system evolves. Dave faces the challenge of manually summarizing the logs and identifying the corresponding user actions. These logs are large in scale, and may be interwoven and contain many repetitions, which makes the analysis even more difficult.

Situation three: Identifying the root causes of system runtime issues. Alice is a senior developer in the team. Alice’s main duty is to develop new features and maintain the quality of the code. When a system runtime issue occurs, Alice needs to investigate the issue and find the root cause in the code. In particular, Alice needs to examine the logs that may provide clues for the system runtime activities (i.e., event sequences that represent the system execution path) that led to the runtime issue. However, leveraging the raw logs to identify such clues is challenging [6], [34]. As many execution workflows intermix with others in the logs, it is difficult to manually examine the logs and find the corresponding events that lead to a runtime issue.

Challenges observed during the above-mentioned situations. Logs in their nature are unstructured and disorganized. Although often written in the form of human-readable text, manually exploring logs in practice is counterproductive and often impossible due to the massive size of logs. Therefore, for the practitioners who depend on logs on a daily basis, there is an urgent need for automated techniques that can summarize logs for further manual exploration, while preserving the valuable information contained within the logs. In order to assist our industrial partner in addressing such challenges, we design an approach that can automatically summarize a large number of logs and assist practitioners with various log analysis tasks.
3. **The Design of LogAssist**

In this section, we describe our approach, LogAssist, which transforms raw logs into a concise form that is more convenient for practitioners to browse and analyze.

Figure 1 illustrates the overall process of our approach with a running example. First, LogAssist parses the raw logs into structured logs (i.e., log events). Then, the log events are grouped by grouping IDs (e.g., thread IDs) to form workflows. Next, LogAssist compresses the log events in each workflow into a more concise representation using n-grams. Finally, LogAssist can reconstruct the original logs from the compressed form. We implement LogAssist as a prototype which helps practitioners with log analysis. We explain the detailed steps of LogAssist below.

3.1 **Log Abstraction**

Raw logs are unstructured text that contain both static and dynamic information. Such unstructured logs first need to be converted into a structured form to perform subsequent analysis [7], [31], [36]. Log abstraction is widely used to categorize raw log lines [17], [31], [37], [38], [39] which involves parsing log files by separating the static and dynamic components of each log line, and assigning a common event ID to lines which share a common template for the remaining static components. This process allows for categorizing log lines by representing a line by the resulting event ID of the log abstraction tool results. By categorizing and representing log lines with an event ID, we are able to use event IDs as the items in our n-gram models in which we compute conditional probabilities.

In this step, LogAssist leverages an existing log abstraction tool, Drain [26], to parse each raw log line into a structured form, i.e., an event template and a list of variables values. We choose to employ Drain as it is considered one of the state-of-the-art approaches for log abstraction [36]. The default implementation of Drain requires one to configure
a set of header identifiers (e.g., timestamp and thread ID), which are used by the tool to extract such header information from the execution logs. Accordingly, LogAssist also requires one to define the headers for each log dataset. Drain parses each raw log line into an event template and a list of variable values [26]. As demonstrated in Figure 1, the event template contains the static information, with a wildcard (i.e., a $\ast$ symbol) in place of all dynamic variables, and a unique event ID for each event type. The list of variable values indicate the dynamic components of the log line. In the running example (Figure 1), 20 log lines are abstracted to five types of log events (i.e., E1 through E5). The abstracted log events (i.e., the templates) are used as the basic form for compressing logs in the next steps. Lines 1, 3, 5, 9, and 16 are considered as instances of the same event as they contain a common abstracted template with only differences in the dynamic values (e.g., Timestamp and TaskID). We apply log abstraction to all the logs and assign a unique event ID to every abstracted template.

3.2 Workflow Creation

A sequence of log lines may be related, and together, they may record the process of performing a certain task [10], [11], [31], [32], e.g., the process of placing an order that includes the sequence of logging in, adding products to the cart, and checking out. Such log sequences (i.e., workflows) provide essential information for practitioners to debug various problems and comprehend the executed user requests [6], [37], [40], [31]. Hence, in this step, LogAssist creates workflows from the parsed log events.

Group log events by grouping ID. As the input logs consist of intermixed events from different workflows, we follow prior work by first grouping the log events by the grouping ID [11], [10], [31], [32]. An example of intermixing events can be seen in Figure 1 in the Raw Logs (shown in the first table in Step 1. Log Abstraction) where events of a workflow with TaskID=T2 appearing on lines 3, 4, 6, 8, 13, and 14. Intermixed within these lines are the events of other workflows where TaskID=T3 and TaskID=T4, appearing on lines 5, 7, 11, and 12, and lines 9 and 10, respectively. In practice, this may occur on a much larger scale and two sequential events in a workflow may be separated by tens or possibly hundreds of intermixing log lines. In the running example (Figure 1), the grouping ID is “TaskID”.

Separate by Time Gap. However, the log events with the same grouping IDs may not necessarily belong to the same workflow, as grouping IDs may be repeated by different occurrences of the same type of workflow or be reused by different types of workflows (e.g., each thread in a thread pool might be reused, so the same thread ID will appear multiple times) [41]. Therefore, we further separate the log events with the same grouping ID into separate workflows, based on the time difference between the log events. Our intuition is that log events within the same workflow have smaller time differences while log events from different workflows reusing the grouping ID will lead to larger time differences. We use a find_peaks algorithm from the signal processing domain [42] to detect time gaps that separate different workflows. The find_peaks algorithm takes an array of data points and finds all local maxima by comparing each data point with its neighbouring points. Specifically, each log line within the group is assigned a time-diff based on the difference between the timestamp of the log line and the timestamp of the previous log line. Then, we use the find_peaks algorithm to detect the peak points in the time differences. The detected peak points are then used to separate the log lines in a group into smaller workflows.

In the running example (Figure 1), five workflows (i.e., W1, W2, W3, W4 and W5) are created. Two T1 are created since there is a large time gap between their occurrences (line 2 and 16).

3.3 Workflow Reduction

The log events in a workflow may contain redundant information, e.g., repetitive log events and sequences of log events that always appear together [10], [11], [4]. Such repetitive log events may mask real problems in the logs or introduce additional challenges in log analysis [7], [17], [43], [44]. Therefore, LogAssist eliminates the redundancies to reduce the workflows into a more concise representation. LogAssist performs two steps to reduce the amount of log lines within a workflow: collapsing consecutive events and collapsing with n-gram modeling.

Collapse consecutive events. LogAssist first reduces the consecutive occurrences of the same event into a single occurrence. Such consecutive occurrences of the same event may be events contained in a loop, or a continuous notification of a process waiting for a resource to become available, which usually indicates repetitive and redundant information [17]. In the running example (Figure 1), both workflows W3 and W4 contain two consecutive occurrences of event E3 as seen in the event sequences E1,E3,E3,E4,E5,E2 and E1,E3,E3,E2. Both instances of consecutive occurrences of E3 are reduced to a single occurrence, resulting in event sequences E1,E3,E4,E5,E2 and E1,E3,E2 for workflows W3 and W4, respectively.

Collapse with n-gram modeling. After collapsing consecutive occurrences of the same events, LogAssist further reduces the re-occurring patterns of event sequences into a more concise representation. In addition to collapsing consecutive events as done in [17], we apply n-gram modeling to apply further reduction where possible. As we collapse with n-grams with a certainty of 100%, we are able to effectively reduce workflows and subsequently group them into common workflow types while maintaining a high precision of workflow grouping (i.e., ensuring that the workflows in the same group indeed have the same workflow type). For example, if event E1 is always followed by E2 and the event sequence E1,E2 is always followed by E3, then the certainty of the event sequence E1,E2,E3 is 100% given the event E1. Thus, we can use E1 to represent the entire event sequence. Utilizing n-gram to collapse the event allows LogAssist to reduce all instances of these workflow types to the same common workflow type format and group them together. Our intuition is that, if some events always appear in a fixed event sequence, then such an event sequence can be reduced into one event. Specifically, we calculate the conditional probability of a n-gram as:

$$p(e_n|e_1...e_{n-1}) = \frac{\text{count}(e_1...e_n)}{\text{count}(e_1...e_{n-1}*)}$$  (1)
where \((e_1...e_n)\) indicates an event sequence of length \(n\), \(\ast\) is a wildcard that represents any event. We reduce a n-gram sequence into a single event if the conditional probabilities of the second event through the \(n\)th event are all 100\% (i.e., \(p(e_n|e_1...e_{n-1}) = 1, p(e_{n-1}|e_1...e_{n-2}) = 1,..., p(e_2|e_1) = 1\). Such a reduction guarantees that all the events can be unambiguously represented in the compressed form. We consider 2-grams and 3-grams only, as a prior study [22] finds that the repetitiveness of an n-gram in logs starts to become stable when \(n \leq 3\). In the running example, the event sequence \(E4,E5,E2\) always appears together (i.e., the conditional probabilities \(p(E2|E4,E5)\) and \(p(E5|E4)\) both equal to 1), thus it is reduced into a single event \(E4\) (i.e., the first event in the sequence) in \(W2\) and \(W3\). This results in the event sequence of \(E1,E3,E4,E5,E2\) in workflows \(W2\) and \(W3\) being reduced to \(E1,E3,E4\).

Following the collapsing of n-grams, the workflow reduction step once again collapses any consecutive sequences of identical events and applies the n-gram modelling reduction again. This combination of consecutive event and n-gram collapsing repeats as an iterative step until the no further collapsing can be done.

### 3.4 Log Reconstruction

Finally, the compressed form of logs may need to be reconstructed into the original form to assist with log analysis tasks that need the complete information in the logs. Therefore, LogAssist supports log reconstruction that rebuilds the original logs from the compressed form. In particular, our reconstructed logs keep the holistic workflows (i.e., avoiding intermixed log lines across different workflows).

LogAssist is Lossless. LogAssist provides the ability to view a given workflow in multiple forms at different verbosity levels. While each of these forms is represented by a varying amount of log lines, our approach is lossless as each of these forms can be viewed by expanding and collapsing the workflows where applicable. LogAssist contains the complete information of the original log lines (i.e., the corresponding line number in the original form) and allows practitioners to expand the workflows to their original log lines without losing any information. Internally within LogAssist, all log lines from the initial raw logs that were passed into the log abstraction step have their line numbers mapped to the resulting reduced workflows. Therefore, LogAssist supports reconstructing the original logs based on such line number mappings. No single event is ever permanently lost during log reduction, but rather the events that are hidden in the compressed forms can be accessed by expanding the workflow. In the most reduced form, we represent a workflow as a single log line where the workflow ID label can be used to obtain information on this workflow type. In the most expanded form, we represent the workflow in its entirety showing every single line. In between these forms, there may be a number of other varying representations where inner workflows can be collapsed or expanded, allowing users to choose their desired level of verbosity to suit their own needs, preferences, and tasks.

### 3.5 An Exemplar Usage Scenario of LogAssist

We implemented a web-based graphical user interface as shown in Figure 2. The Workflow Type Details Panel to the left shows the statistics of a unique workflow type (e.g., the number of workflows that belong to this unique workflow type, the number of events in the unique workflow type, the size of the workflow after compression, and the common log event sequence). The Workflow Log Report Panel to the right shows the compressed log lines grouped by their corresponding workflow. By default, we represent each workflow instance as a single line showing the first event in the workflow, its workflow instance ID, and the assigned workflow type ID.

A user may start by looking at the Workflow Type Details Panel until they find a workflow type of interest, because the particular workflow is critical to the system behaviour or may be suspected of relating to system issues. Then, the user would navigate to the instances of this type and expand the workflow instances in order to gain more details. In the Workflow Type Details Panel, users would find various details on the workflows that share this common workflow type, including the abstracted common event sequence and an example workflow instance. The Workflow Instances list details all workflow instance IDs of this type, which allows the user to navigate to the workflow instances conveniently. By clicking the “+” button of an instance, as seen in the upper box labeled Common Workflow Type Representation in Figure 2, the user will expand the workflow instance into the common representation of the workflow type as seen in the Common Sequence Abstracted log lines shown in the Workflow Type Details Panel. By clicking the inner “+” buttons, users will be able to expand the Common Workflow Type Representation further into the Full Workflow Instance Representation as seen in the lower box in the Workflow Log Report Panel of Figure 2. This will reveal log lines of the workflow instance that were abstracted away in the Common Workflow Type Representation form, providing the complete details of the workflow to assist the user.

### 4 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our approach. We select three log datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in reducing logs, including two log datasets generated by two open source systems, HDFS and ZooKeeper, and one log dataset generated by one enterprise system (i.e., the Enterprise System, ES). The HDFS and Zookeeper datasets are obtained from a log parsing benchmark [36], while the ES dataset is obtained from our industrial collaborator (Ericsson). We use the thread ID as the grouping ID for the open source systems. Note that, in some distributed systems, logs may contain correlation IDs to correlate logs across nodes/components that are related to the same requests. In such cases, developers may use the correlation ID as the grouping ID when using our approach.

Table 1 summarizes our selected log datasets. Due to the non-disclosure agreement, we cannot reveal the detailed information of the logs from ES; however, the logs are large in size, and are generated by a large-scale enterprise system that is used by millions of people around the world on a daily basis. The evaluation of our approach consists of
answering three research questions (RQs), which involve a combination of automated analysis and a user study. For each research question, we discuss the motivation, approach, and results.

4.1 RQ1: How well can logs be compressed into re-occurring event sequences?

Motivation. During the execution, a system often needs to process a large number of re-occurring events [7], [10], [11]. For example, in an e-commerce system, thousands of users may be logging in and logging out on a daily basis. The triggering of such re-occurring events may repeatedly generate the same log event sequences, which may cause wasted efforts and mask important problems captured in logs [2], [3]. Therefore, we propose LogAssist which leverages such re-occurring information to compress raw logs into a conciser form. LogAssist first groups the raw logs into workflows, then applies reduction techniques to collapse consecutive events, and finally collapses the events with n-gram modeling. In this RQ, we want to examine how many log lines can be compressed by our approach. If we can compress most of the repeated log event sequences, we may significantly reduce the effort that practitioners need to spend on analyzing the logs.

Approach. We use the following metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of LogAssist in compressing the raw logs. For each evaluation metric, we measure its value before and after applying LogAssist to compress the raw logs.

- **Number of log lines**: The total number of log lines in the raw logs or in the compressed form.
- **Number of unique workflows**: The number of distinct workflow types that are identified in the raw logs (i.e., before performing workflow reduction) or the number of distinct workflow types remaining in the compressed form (i.e., after performing workflow reduction). The workflows with the same sequence of events in their reduced form are considered to share the same unique workflow type.
- **Workflow size mean**: The average number of log events in a workflow before or after workflow reduction.
- **Workflow size median**: The median number of log events in a workflow before or after workflow reduction.
- **Workflow size st. dev**: The standard deviation of the number of log events in a workflow before or after workflow reduction. A higher standard deviation indicates a high variance of workflow sizes that may cause extra effort in log analysis.

Comparison with prior work. To assist practitioners in identifying deployment problems, Shang et al. [17] proposed an approach to compare the workflow types between testing and production environments. Although the usage and motivation of the approach is different from LogAssist, Shang et al. [17] also applied workflow reduction. Therefore, we use [17] as a baseline and compare it with LogAssist. Both LogAssist and [17] leverage a dynamic value (e.g., ThreadID or TaskID) to group related events. However, LogAssist also applies additional logic for determining event sequences (workflows) where we use the time gap between the events to separate the workflows (i.e., accounting for the reusing of the dynamic values such as ThreadIDs), as explained in Section 3.2. Additionally, while LogAssist and [17] both

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Logging System</th>
<th>Log size</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Grouping ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDFS</td>
<td>11M lines</td>
<td>36.68 hours</td>
<td>Thread ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZooKeeper</td>
<td>74K lines</td>
<td>62.29 hours</td>
<td>Thread ID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise System</td>
<td>Very Large</td>
<td>Very Long</td>
<td>Thread ID</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
summarize event sequences (workflows) by collapsing consecutive repeating events, [17] applies this step only once per event sequence (workflow). On the other hand, LogAssist applies this step recursively and uses n-gram modeling to further reduce the workflow. This process that combines collapsing consecutive events and collapsing based on n-gram modeling continues iteratively on each workflow until no further reduction can be done.

[17] groups permutations of an event sequence into the same workflow type to reduce the number of unique workflows types. For example, the sequence E1,E2,E3,E4 and its permutation E1,E3,E2,E4 are grouped to the same workflow type. As our goal is to assist practitioners with log analysis instead of identifying workflow differences in different deployments, we want to preserve the event orders and do not apply the permutation grouping in our final approach. However, to better compare [17] with LogAssist, we consider both with and without permutations for the two approaches, and report the reduction in unique workflow types and total log lines.

**Evaluating the effect of n-gram modeling.** Prior work [17] collapses consecutive repeating events during workflow creation but does not use n-gram modeling. In order to understand the effect of applying n-gram modeling for further reducing the log lines, we compare LogAssist with its simplified version that does not apply the "collapse with n-gram modeling" step. Specifically, the simplified version does a single pass of "collapse consecutive events" instead of applying the combined "collapse consecutive events" and "collapse with n-gram modeling" steps in an iterative manner (as done in LogAssist).

**Results.** LogAssist compresses the raw logs into a concise representation that is 75.2% to 93.9% smaller. Table 2 shows the results of measuring the evaluation metrics on the raw logs (i.e., before applying LogAssist) and on the compressed representation (i.e., after applying LogAssist). Our results show that LogAssist can compress a significant amount of log lines in the studied systems: 85.6%, 93.9%, and 75.2% for HDFS, Zookeeper, and Enterprise System, respectively. Our results indicate that there are many re-occurring log events or event sequences that practitioners may be able to skip during log analysis.

LogAssist reduces the unique workflow types by up to 89.8%. The unique workflow types indicate the complexity of the system behavior recorded in the logs. The larger the number of unique workflow types, the more diverse the system behavior, thus more effort may be needed to analyze the system behavior. As shown in Table 2, the unique workflow types are reduced by 70.2% to 89.8% for the open source systems. The results show that a unique workflow type may have different variances that can be identified by LogAssist. In other words, LogAssist may help practitioners reduce the needed effort to navigate and study the sequences of log events and the dynamic execution paths using the compressed workflows (see our user study in RQ3). The unique workflow types are only reduced by 3.1% for ES. Although we cannot disclose the details for ES, we find that the smaller reduction in the number of unique workflow types is due to the nature of the analyzed workflows i.e., each workflow type of ES has fairly fixed event sequences (i.e., with less variance). However, our approach can still compress most of the re-occurring log lines in ES.

LogAssist reduces the average size of a workflow by 75.2% to 93.9%. Table 3 shows the number of workflows where the logs are compressed. We find that most workflows can be compressed: 63.5%, 97.6%, and 88.1% of the workflows are compressed in HDFS, Zookeeper, and ES, respectively. Table 2 also shows the statistics of the number of log lines in each workflow. On average, LogAssist reduces the size of each workflow by 75.2% to 93.9%. Taking the HDFS logs for example, the average number of log events in each workflow is reduced from 21 to less than 3. In addition, the standard deviation of the number of log events in a workflow is also significantly reduced (75.4% to 99.8%), meaning that the workflow sizes become more consistent after applying LogAssist. Our findings show that there is a high-level of repetition of log events within a workflow. The reduction in the median workflow size is smaller, which is due to the fact that most of the workflows are small in size (e.g., the median workflow size is three log events for the two studied open source systems even before compression). Additionally, for each system we perform a Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare the sizes of the original workflows and the reduced workflows. Our results indicate that LogAssist can provide a statistically significant reduction in the size of workflows in logs with a value of p<0.001 across all three systems.

LogAssist is more effective in reducing the log events for larger workflows which are more likely to contain repetitive information. Table 4 shows the percentage reduction for workflows with a size less than, equal to, and greater than the median workflow size. In all three systems, workflows with sizes greater than the median show a sig-
As shown in Table 2, applying LogAssist significantly more effective than applying consecutive collapsing by Shang et al. [17] for reduction % in unique workflow types (with and without permutations), and reduction % in total log lines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HDFS</th>
<th>Zookeeper</th>
<th>Enterprise System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; Median</td>
<td>14.83</td>
<td>46.43</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>19.01</td>
<td>37.37</td>
<td>41.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; Median</td>
<td>65.90</td>
<td>85.18</td>
<td>69.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 5**

A comparison between LogAssist and current state-of-the-art approach by Shang et al. [17] for reduction % in unique workflow types (with and without permutations), and reduction % in log lines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Reduction % in Unique Workflow Types</th>
<th>Reduction % in Log Lines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>w/o permutations</td>
<td>w/ o permutations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDFS</td>
<td>LogAssist: 95.03</td>
<td>LogAssist: 95.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shang et al., ICSE2013</td>
<td>Shang et al., ICSE2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>w/o permutations</td>
<td>86.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zookeeper</td>
<td>72.64</td>
<td>46.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enterprise System</td>
<td>72.64</td>
<td>46.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LogAssist is able to reduce the log events that practitioners need to investigate by 75.2% to 93.9%. Moreover, by using LogAssist, we can significantly reduce the unique workflow types by 70.2% to 89.8% in the open source systems. Our results indicate that there is a significant number of re-occurring log events in the studied systems, and reducing such information may further help practitioners with log analysis.

4.2 **RQ2: How much can LogAssist reduce the volume of logs needed to be examined in log analysis tasks?**

**Motivation.** Due to the sheer size of logs, practitioners often search for keywords such as “error” or “exception” to first locate potential problems that occurred during in-house tests or regular user usage [17], [31], [32]. After locating the problematic log lines containing the keywords, practitioners then need to analyze the potential root cause by manually studying the related log lines. For example, practitioners need to manually identify which log event sequences led to the exception [33], [40], [45]. This log analysis process can be very time-consuming, since there may be thousands of log lines that contain the keywords. LogAssist groups logs into workflows and compresses the logs by identifying common log event sequences. The unique workflows that LogAssist identifies may help reduce the amount of logs that practitioners need to go through when searching and debugging for problematic log lines. Therefore, in this RQ, we study how many log lines may need to be examined given various keywords before and after applying LogAssist.

**Approach.** We follow prior work [17] to study how effectively LogAssist can reduce the volume of logs to be examined in log analysis tasks. We perform several typical log analysis tasks on the raw logs and on the compressed representations. We then determine the number of log lines that would need to be examined before and after applying LogAssist, respectively. On each log dataset, we search for a keyword in the logs and examine the searched logs, which is commonly done in log analysis practices [46], [47], [29]. We consider three tasks: one task for searching and analyzing a normal message, and two tasks for searching and analyzing certain system runtime issues (e.g., warnings, errors, or exceptions). To identify the keywords, we manually examine the logs and uncover the log events that are related to normal messages and system runtime issues. Then, we choose the keywords in the most frequently appearing log types for HDFS and Zookeeper when using LogAssist. Finally, comparing [17] with permutation grouping to the default form of LogAssist without permutation grouping, LogAssist still shows an additional 3.12% to 23.7% percent reduction in unique workflow types. Both approaches have the same reduction (3.1%) in the unique workflow types in the Enterprise system. However, the results show that LogAssist achieves an additional 33.3% to 69.7% reduction in total log lines over [17]. The reason is that [17] only reduces individual workflows by collapsing consecutive duplicate events. On the other hand, LogAssist applies an iterative approach which includes collapsing consecutive duplicate events in combination with collapsing using n-gram modeling.
event for each of the three categories, since those events are the ones that practitioners may need to spend the most time examining [17]. We list and explain the keywords that we use to search for log lines in each of the studied systems in Table 6.

For each task, we evaluate the number of examined log lines based on two scenarios:

**Scenario 1: Examining only the searched log lines.** For some searched log lines, the log line itself may contain all required information. In this scenario, we assume that practitioners only examine the log lines that match with the keywords.

**Scenario 2: Examining the entire workflow that contains the searched log lines.** However, for some searched log lines, other log lines related to the searched ones may also need to be examined (e.g., logs in the same execution sequence) [33], [6], [40]. Therefore, in this scenario, we assume that practitioners examine all the log lines related to the searched log lines (i.e., all log lines in the workflows containing the searched keywords).

Under each scenario, we evaluate the number of examined log lines using two representations of the logs:

- **Original logs.** Examining the searched log lines (and related log lines in the case of scenario 2) in the original raw logs.

- **Compressed form (unique workflows).** Examining the searched log lines (and related log lines in the case of scenario 2) in the compressed form, considering only each unique workflow type once. In the compressed form, we consider only a single instance of each distinct workflow type, since workflows of the same distinct type share a common compressed form.

### Results

LogAssist reduces the number of searched log lines that need to be examined by practitioners by 75% to 99%. Table 7 compares the number of log lines to be examined using different representations of the logs (i.e., the original and the compressed forms), assuming that practitioners only examine the searched log lines. We find that without LogAssist, keyword search returns up to 428K log lines for the normal message, which is impossible to manually inspect. Even when searching for log lines that indicate system runtime issues, keyword search returns several hundreds or thousands of log lines. After applying LogAssist, the log lines to examine are greatly reduced, with the log lines containing the searched keyword only appearing in a small subset of the workflows. Compared to using the original logs, using LogAssist can reduce the number of log lines that need to be inspected by up to 99%. LogAssist dramatically compresses the searched-line-related workflows that need to be examined by practitioners (i.e., by up to 99% reduction). Table 8 compares the number of log lines to be examined using different representations of the logs (i.e., the original and the compressed forms), assuming that practitioners need to examine the entire workflows containing the searched log lines (which is a common practice in log analysis and debugging [6], [40], [33]). We find that the number of lines that need to be examined in the raw logs increased significantly up to millions. After using LogAssist to compress the log lines, we can reduce the number of log lines that need to be examined by 75% to 99%. Although the reduction is large, we find that sometimes practitioners may still need to investigate several thousands of log lines. After some investigation, we find that it is because many of the log events that contain the search keywords are generated by different log event sequences (i.e., different workflow types). Namely, there may be different causes that lead to a normal message or an issue-indicating message. In addition, some workflows may contain hundreds of log events, which increases the number of log lines that need to be examined. However, our results can still help practitioners identify the unique workflows that need to be examined and assist them in examining the event sequences in the workflows.

Table 9 shows the number/percentage of workflows and workflow types in which the keywords appear. We exclude the raw numbers for ES due to the NDA. The percent-
LogAssist reduces the number of log lines that need to be examined by practitioners by up to 99%. Our results also indicate that there may be many different workflows that lead to a system runtime issue, and LogAssist can help practitioners identify such unique workflows.

4.3 RQ3: How much can LogAssist help improve users’ log analysis experiences?

**Motivation.** Our first two research questions seek to quantitatively study the effectiveness of LogAssist for compressing logs and assisting with log analysis. In this research question, we aim to qualitatively evaluate how well LogAssist can assist practitioners in performing log analysis tasks and reduce the needed efforts. Therefore, we perform a user study in which we invite practitioners and researchers to perform typical log analysis tasks using LogAssist. We compare the user study results with and without using the tool.

**Approach.** We performed a user study with 19 participants, among whom 7 are software engineering practitioners and the other 12 are software engineering researchers (e.g., graduate students). We asked the participants to perform six log analysis tasks on the Zookeeper and HDFS datasets. The tasks and the datasets are publicly available online. LogAssist uses a concise log representation to assist users in log analysis while still providing users the flexibility to access the entire information in the logs. Therefore, we design tasks that require users to obtain information from both the concise representation of the logs and the logs that are hidden from the concise representation.

As even the most complex tasks are composed of smaller tasks, we chose to select a set of smaller tasks in the user study and provide specific instruction in order to ensure that participants of varying backgrounds could complete the tasks within a reasonable amount of time. Our designed tasks covered a variety of typical log analysis tasks including analyzing the event sequence that leads to an error, counting the occurrences of certain events (i.e., workflows), counting the occurrences of certain operations that encounter errors, and summarizing key information (e.g., the opened channels) in the logs. For example, one user study task involves determining the count of an ordered pair of events which occur together as part of the same event sequence. Participants are given instructions on how to use LogAssist, a starting point in the logs, and description of the event pairs to be found. In practice, this task will likely be part of a more complex task requiring additional analysis on the workflow.

Each participant was required to use LogAssist in three tasks and avoid using the tool (i.e., using only the raw logs) in the other three tasks. Each participant was given a randomized and evenly distributed assignment for which three tasks that they have access to LogAssist. For each task performed, we asked the participant to record the time spent on the task, and their results of performing the task. We also asked the participants to evaluate whether LogAssist improves their experience of performing the tasks over using only the raw logs, using a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Users were given the option of including additional qualitative feedback in the form of unstructured comments. Every task is designed to be able to be completed with or without using LogAssist. In practice, sometimes the required information may not be readily available in a workflow’s compressed form. Thus, we design three out of the six tasks (i.e., T1, T2, and T3) to require expanding workflows from their compressed forms when using LogAssist.

**Results.** On average, LogAssist reduces the amount of time needed for the participants to perform the log analysis tasks by 42%. Table 10 compares, for each task, the average time taken by the participants to complete the task with and without LogAssist. In four out of the six tasks, the time required to perform the task was reduced by 35.59% to 82.91% with LogAssist. Our results also show that the tasks that require expanding the workflows do not affect the effectiveness of LogAssist, as LogAssist can still reduce the time needed for performing tasks that require such expansion (e.g., T1 and T2). However, in two of the six tasks, the required time was increased by 15.04% to 86.32% with LogAssist. These two tasks are the simplest tasks (i.e., the participants took the shortest time to perform these two tasks without using LogAssist), for which LogAssist could not further simplify. While LogAssist is able to reduce the amount of time needed for log analysis tasks, there is also an inherent learning curve that the participants experience when using a new tool for the first time. In simpler and shorter tasks, this overhead may become more apparent and possibly increase the overall task time. Nevertheless, using LogAssist helped the users to significantly reduce the total needed time to perform all the assigned tasks by 42.49%.

For each task, we also perform a Wilcoxon rank-sum test to compare the time taken by the participants to complete the task with and without the assistance of LogAssist. Due to the small sample size, only two of the six tasks (T1 and T6) show a statistically significant reduction in completion.

---

time when using LogAssist. However, the result shows a statistically significant reduction in the overall completion time of the tasks when using LogAssist (p<0.01).

**LogAssist improves the users’ experience of performing the log analysis tasks.** As shown in Figure 3, 18 out of 19 (94.7%) participants agreed or strongly agreed that LogAssist effectively improves their log analysis experience, while only one participant had a neutral opinion on the helpfulness of the tool. On average, participants assigned LogAssist a rating of 4.53 out of 5. After speaking with the participant who had neutral opinion, the participant indicated that she rated the tool as such due to experiencing some frustration while performing one task. She assumed that the task should be simple, but instead found the task challenging even with the tool, leading her to assume that she may not have been using the tool in an optimal fashion. Overall, as LogAssist extracts meaningful workflows from the raw logs and abstracts the workflows into a concise set of common event sequences (i.e., unique workflow types), LogAssist can effectively simplify users’ log analysis tasks.

Generally, the participants found LogAssist to be helpful and provide benefits over using simply the raw logs. Many expressed their appreciation of the tool and its capabilities including automated workflow extraction, insights, visualizations, and the ability to perform some tasks much more quickly. Some comments by participants seemed to indicate that they felt that developers needed to be familiar with the concept of a workflow and be familiar with how to use the tool in order to get the most from LogAssist. Similarly, one participant felt it would be helpful to further highlight the underlying logic behind LogAssist to help users better understand how to operate it. While we did provide participants with documentation outlining explanations of workflows and instructions on how to utilize LogAssist, we recognize that there is a learning curve not only with LogAssist, but with log analysis in general. As our study included participants from varying levels of experience in log analysis, we expect a similar variation in the learning curve experienced. We expect that future practitioners who adopt LogAssist will experience a relatively small learning curve based on their domain knowledge.

Despite positive feedback and comments outlining the benefits of LogAssist, some participants did suggest some additional features and improvements that they felt could benefit LogAssist. These suggested features and improvements included additional filtering and sorting options, and bi-directional quick navigation from statistics to workflows. These suggestions did not highlight an inability to perform specific tasks but rather, possible ways to further improve the speed of performing tasks when using LogAssist, and options to allow users to customize their interface and experience.

**LogAssist provides, on average, a 42% improvement in log analysis speed when compared to performing the same analysis on raw logs alone. Participants rated LogAssist an average of 4.53 out of 5 (95% of the participants rate LogAssist as agree or strongly agree) for improving their experience of performing log analysis.**

### 5. Lessons Learned

Logs are very repetitive, while most of the log information can be compressed without impacting the usefulness of logs. Prior research [48], [28], [23] studies approaches for compressing log data. However, such log compression approaches usually compress logs into a form that cannot be analyzed directly (i.e., in a encoded format). In this work, we propose an approach that compresses logs into a concise form that enables practitioners to conduct log analysis effectively. Besides, practitioners can expand detailed log information when needed, which ensures that practitioners can always find the information that they are interested in, in a more efficient manner.

**Re-organizing logs into meaningful workflows can improve practitioners’ experience of log analysis.** Logs are typically recorded in log files based on when they are generated during the execution of systems. While log files keep the time-based order of the log lines, it is difficult for practitioners to examine the logs, as the log lines of one workflow (e.g., the transaction of checking out a product) are usually intermixed with the lines of other workflows (e.g., ordering supplies or browsing). Our approach leverages the grouping ID information, which is usually available in system logs, to separate the log lines of different workflows. Hence, practitioners can focus on a particular workflow that they are interested in when conducting log analysis (e.g., when diagnosing the cause of an error).

**N-gram models can effectively capture the re-occurring patterns in the workflows.** Software logs are repetitive, not only in the repetition of the same events, but also in the repetition of the log sequences [17], [11], [7]. Prior work uses n-gram models to measure the repetitiveness of log data [23] or to identify the static parts of a log line [49]. In this work, we find that using n-gram models (after grouping workflows) can effectively capture such repetition...
of log sequences and allow us to leverage the captured repetition to further compress the logs into a concise form for log analysis. While our study consisted of only reducing an n-gram sequence into a single event if the conditional probabilities of the second event through the nth event are all 100% (i.e., \( p(e|c_{1}...c_{n-1}) = 1 \)), this probability is a hyper-parameter that can be explored in future work. The effects of a threshold analysis which relaxes and strengthens this probability value would likely open the possibility for further grouping between similar workflow types, but with the added risk of grouping workflows that may be perceived as distinctly different workflow types.

**Better tools and support (e.g., a log IDE) are important for practitioners to improve their experience and effectiveness of log analysis.** Existing log analysis tools (e.g., Splunk or Elastic) usually support effective log search using keywords. However, such tools do not help practitioners analyze the searched log lines in a more organized fashion (e.g., workflow or recurring log patterns). In this work, we propose a log IDE, to allow practitioners to search all the information they need while only presenting a concise form of information for practitioners to analyze. As indicated by our user study, such an IDE can significantly improve practitioners’ experience of performing log analysis tasks. Future research on log analysis should pay attention to assisting practitioners using similar tools.

**Providing a concise representation of logs while still providing practitioners the flexibility to access the complete information in the logs.** LogAssist compresses the logs into a concise form that may simplify practitioners’ log analysis tasks. However, practitioners may need to access some detailed log information that is hidden from the concise form. Therefore, LogAssist also enables practitioners to search and expand all the information in the original logs. By providing the ability to view a given workflow in multiple forms and at different verbosity levels, LogAssist provides a lossless reduction that is flexible. A practitioner may expand or collapse any given workflow to suit their own needs, preferences, and tasks as they see fit, without losing any information from the original logs. Our user study demonstrates that such a combination can effectively improve practitioners’ log analysis experiences.

6 Threats to Validity

In this section, we discuss the threats to validity of our study.

**External validity.** We conducted our experiment on logs from one enterprise and two open source systems. Although the log datasets that we use are from large-scale systems in different domains and are widely used in prior studies [36], our results may not be generalized to other systems. Future studies are needed to verify the effectiveness of our approach on other systems.

**Construct validity.** We evaluate our approach by following a prior study [17]. Namely, we identify keywords that are related to the most common errors, exceptions, and normal messages. We then use the keywords to evaluate how much effort we can reduce when inspecting the search results. However, the results may not truly represent how much effort is reduced. To mitigate the threat, we conduct a user study in RQ3 to further evaluate the effectiveness of LogAssist. In our user study, we use time to measure the effectiveness of LogAssist in assisting practitioners with log analysis. There may be other metrics that may be used such as the success rate of finishing the task correctly. Nevertheless, we find that LogAssist can also help users finish the log analysis tasks with a much higher success rate (i.e., 60% higher than without LogAssist).

In our user study, rather than providing participants with long and complex tasks, we designed the study to include several smaller tasks in order to ensure that participants of varying backgrounds could complete the tasks within a relatively short time-frame. Other possible reasons for the relatively short completion time may include participants guessing, giving up, or believing they have completed a task prematurely. With respect to the complexity of the tasks, even the most complex of tasks are composed of smaller tasks. Furthermore, a non-complex task may contain many repetitive simple tasks that collectively become a time-consuming task. As the logs used in this paper are real-world logs, we consider the associated tasks to be real-world tasks, and do not consider the time requirement of the tasks to directly correlate with the complexity.

In our workload creation step (Section 3.2), we leverage a popular algorithm in the signal processing field to identify gaps between workflows. Although through our manual investigation and the user study, we did not find workflows that are incorrectly identified, future studies are encouraged to compare different algorithms for identifying gaps between workflows.

7 Related Work

In this section, we discuss related work in three areas: log analysis, understanding system workflows, and log compression.

**Log analysis.** Many prior studies focus on using logs to assist in debugging and understanding system execution. A common log analysis approach is to group the log lines using grouping IDs, and then apply machine learning techniques to detect anomalies [7], [38], [39], [11], [31], [37]. Such anomalies may be an indication of the problem that happened during system execution. For example, Xu et al. [7] propose an approach to first group log lines using grouping ID and then apply principal component analysis to detect anomalies. Jiang et al. [11] groups log lines using grouping ID and apply z-stat to detect anomalies. Syer et al. [38], [39] use hierarchical clustering to identify anomalies in execution logs. Du et al. [37] leverage deep learning models (i.e., LSTM) to detect anomalies in log sequences. Chen et al. [31] discuss a decade of experience on applying machine learning techniques to analyze logs to assist load test analysis. In this work, we also use grouping IDs to separate log lines into workflows. However, our goal is not only to detect anomalies, but also to help practitioners understand and navigate system execution information.

**Understanding system workflows.** Many prior studies try to assist practitioners in understanding system workflows (e.g., event sequences) to assist in debugging and test design. Yuan et al. [6] analyze log lines to uncover system execution paths in the source code. Tan et al. [40] analyze log lines by using state machines to model system
execution. Chen et al. [50] leverage log lines to analyze system workflows and recommend where to place caches. Chen et al. [43] propose approaches to extract representative workflows from production logs to assist with load test design at different levels of granularity. Lin et al. [44] use clustering to identify similar workflows in logs to assist with workflow comprehension. Workflow understanding is also very popular in the software industry. Commercial tools such as Elastic [30] allow practitioners to search log lines using keywords, and provide different charts (i.e., dashboard) to visualize the matched log lines. Different from prior studies, LogAssist aims to provide a more structured representation for log lines. LogAssist helps reduce the amount of information that practitioners need to investigate, and can assist in log analysis tasks.

The closest work to ours is by Shang et al. [17]. While [17] seeks to solve the issue of finding deployment bugs in big data applications, LogAssist seeks to summarize logs into workflows to facilitate log analysis tasks. The difference in the goals leads to different techniques (as described in Section 4.2) and their provided benefits. As discussed in Section 4.2, LogAssist provides a more concise form of logs than [17]. Furthermore, LogAssist allows for transforming the logs into a more readable and comprehensible format where intermixed logs are grouped into relevant workflows. The transformed logs also provide various representations by expanding/collapsing portions of the workflow that allow for even fewer lines to scroll through. LogAssist also provides statistics on workflows and workflow types (such as their frequency, workflows sharing the same common workflow type, and the information about the static and dynamic components of the log events in the workflows).

Log compression. Prior work [51], [52], [53], [54], [55], [56], [57], [28] proposes approaches for compressing log files. These approaches usually compress logs through log transformation or text replacement. Some research considers transforming existing log lines in a way to improve the size of the compressed logs. This line of research leverages two main approaches for such a transformation, namely log clustering [54], [55] and log transposing [56]. Prior work also compresses logs by replacing long and repetitive text in log files with shorter representations [53], [51], [52], [57], [28]. For example, Otten et al. [51] transform all timestamps and IP addresses in a log file to binary representations, then replace the static tokens in log files (i.e., static words and phrases) with shorter representations. Recently, Liu et al. [28] propose a log preprocessing approach (i.e., Logzip) that extracts log templates from log data and replaces each template with a shorter representation (e.g., a unique ID). Yao et al. [23] evaluate the performance of various general compression algorithms on log compression. They find that logs are highly repetitive and highlight the difference between compressing logs and natural language text. These approaches transform logs into a compressed form that does not allow directly performing log analysis without decompression. In this work, we propose an approach to compress logs into a concise form while allowing practitioners to access the complete information in the logs on demand, without a decompression process.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we present LogAssist, a novel approach for assisting practitioners with log analysis. LogAssist successfully identifies common workflow types by condensing extracted workflows using consecutive event sequences and n-gram models. In particular, by evaluating LogAssist on one enterprise and two open source systems, we find that LogAssist is able to significantly reduce the amount of log lines that need to be examined in typical log analysis tasks and the associated effort. In particular, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We propose a novel approach that effectively compresses raw logs into a concise form that simplifies practitioners’ log analysis tasks.
- We demonstrate the importance of untangling raw logs into meaningful event sequences (i.e., workflows) and use statistical techniques (e.g., n-gram models) to identify re-occurring patterns of event sequences.
- We share the lessons that we learned from developing and adopting our approach, which can provide insights for researchers and practitioners who wish to develop similar tools to assist log analysis tasks.
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